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An identity is proved that allows impurity scattering to be calculated in terms of partial waves
by using conventional band-structure programs. It is particularly simple when used in con-
junction with a phase-shift parametrization of the Fermi surface and it then conveniently
gives the average scattering as sampled by the de Haas-van Alphen effect. The technique is
illustrated by applying it to impurity scattering in copper.

There has recently been some interest in pa-
rametrizing Fermi surfaces with band-structure
calculations by adjusting the phase shifts, which
characterize the scattering of the muffin-tin poten-
tials, to obtain agreement with experimentally

measured areas. It has been demonstrated in some
detail that not only can an accurate fit to the
Fermi surface be obtained with the first few phase
shifts (3=0, 1, 2 in copper) but aiso the accuracy is
remarkably independent of the choice of the energy
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paxameter E~ which measures the Fermi energy
relative to the muffin-tin zero. The significance
of different choices of E~ and the corresponding
pseudopotentials has been discussed by Lee and
H61Qe.

One property that is sensitive to the choice of
potentiRl Rnd the cox'respoDdlng wRve functloQs ls
the scattering of the electrons by impurities. The
de Haas-van Alphen (dHVA} effect provides a
powerful technique for studying this scattering, Rnd

the results —for example, in the noble metals-
frequently show considex'able anisotropy. s Ex-
pressed in terms of partial waves, the anisotropy
of scatterl. ng fol' 6Rch angular momentum compo-
nent is simply proporti, onal to the intensity of the
appropriate component of the wave function. In
the case of copper this impurity scattering has
been calculated for the 7=0, 1, 2 partial waves in
two independent calculations. ~ 8 It is interesting
to Dote the good agreement between the two cal-
culations, one of which used Korringa-Kohn-
Rostoker-Ziman (KKR-Z) wave functions' and
the other augmented-plane-wave (APW) wave
functions, e because although they both used essen-
tially the same band structure, the formalism was
somewhat different. Both calculations involved the
relatively complicated procedure of determining
the wave function at different points on the Fermi
sux face, although this was simplified by access to
an existing band-structure calculation (or a fit to
a set of phase shifts). Also, having calculated the
scattering on a point-by-point basis, there is a
further complication of having to take a suitably
weighted average of the scattering to obtain the
Quantity measured in dHvA experiments. Howevex"

fitting such a calculation to experimental data has
the RdvRntRge of RutomRticRlly provldlQg Qot only R

physically significant inversion scheme for the
measured results but also an experimental esti-
mate of P(k, k'), the probability of scattering be-
tween points k and k' on the FerIoi surface.

The purpose of this paper is to draw attention
to an identity which significantly simplifies calcu-
lation of the scattering. Although the identity is
proved within the nonrelativistic KKH-Z formal-
ism, it is also valid for APVf matrix elements.
%'6 heavily exploit the work of Morgane showing the
connection between the two representations. An
equivalent identity px'esumably exists for the rela-
tivistic case.

Following Mox'gan, 9 and assuming both the host
Rnd iIQpulity to hRve potentiR18 coDflDed to muffin-
tin wells of radius g„the KKB-Z equation can be
written as a sum over reciprocal-lattice vectors g'.

Ze„-,p [i'„.+ p(g)v„,] = o,

ergy, Rnd zg, & are the coefficients of the Fourier
expansion outside the muffin tin. I', is the KKR-
Z matx'ix element given by

1' ~, = — 2 (2f+l)tang, '4m'N

l

„j,{ik+gift.)j,(i~'+g'if', )g('
)

* P, cos&gg. , 2

n, (~R,)
j)k&+ I

where q, is the 1th scattering phase shift, j, and

g, are spherical Bessel and Neumann functions,
and Po(cose, ) is a Legendre polynomial, with 8,,
the angle between k+g and k'+ g'.

The scattering by an impurity, characterized by
phRse shifts q, +4q„ is given by the 7 matrix,
Rnd Morgan shows that

~P ~I
T~~ =Z (yf, , p o„;g V,1,(k+ g, k + g ),

gg

where

V,11(k+g, k'+g')

= ——Z (2f+ l) . ,"'
A~ sin{n1),)8'~ "14m - ta nag,'

K siD g)

(2)
Rnd 8~, &, , is the angle between k'+ g' and k+ g.
Tile term 21,, {1+$g.T1,I, .bz. /Ql) ill Mol'gan s 11ota-
tion, represents the incoming spherical wave pro-
duced by the outgoing scattered wRve being bRck-
scatter ed by the surrounding lattice. Using some-
what different formalism, Blaker and Harrislo have
demonstrated that in a cubic environment, A~ (I,
being a representation of the cubic group) is in-
dependent of k and is a function of energy only, and
is a renormalizing constant for the impurity-atom
wave functions inside the muffin tin. For the pur-
pose of illustration (in copper) the differences be-
tweeD the QI 8 fox' the Fgp Rnd I la x'epresentRtlons
can be neglectedv 8 and I replaced by f, with f
=2. The generalization is trivial.

At a point k on the Fermi Surface, the total scat-
«»ng»« is gi«n by l/1.&%)= (- 2/@)&mT„, and
it ls convenieDt to wxite the fox'wRrd 8cRttex'ing pRx't

of the T matrix as

T~I = -5 t1, A1 sin(6'gg)8 1 ~

Consider the function f$, P., 1),) defined by

f=Z Qf~~ ge cvf ~ g [Fgg + p(g)5ggg]
gg

Equation (l) shows that (a)f= 0 and (b) partial dif-



ferentiation with respect to any of the independent
variables x (g=k, E, or g, ) means that

Differentiation with 1"espect to R phRse shift Rnd

comparison with Eq. (3) shows that
But k„(dk/dE)» is just the weight factor required
to cRlculRte the dHVA Dingle t6mpex'Rture g, ln
the form'

For a band-structure calculation there is a con-
straint on the phase shifts, namely, that they are
a, function of energy specified by the particular po-
tential used. Therefore, the reciprocal of the
component of velocity in the direction k, i.e.,
I(dk/dE)», is given by

d& gs i 8E p~ ) ~q) J, g, „d& 8& g~
Inspection of the condition for normalizing KKH-Z
or APW wave functions (see, e.g. , Loucks ') shows
that the numerator is just N (if we take the usual
normalization); so

(rn, is the cyclotron mass of the orbit).
Thus the coefficients BAO/Bq, for each orbit,

which are frequently available from the process of
fitting Fermi-surface areas to a set of host phase
shifts, give directly the coefficients which must be
combined with the scattering phase shifts and the
normalizing factor A, to obtain the measured dHvh
scRtteI'1ng Pg~g lIl the folm

Fx'onl the properties of partial derivatives

so one obtains the desired identity

1, 6., the pR1 t1Rl scRttel lIlg rRte, which hRs RD

anisotropy given by t~, is obtained from the rate
of change of k vector with appropriate phase shift
weighted by the velocity component in the k direc-
t1OD.

This relationship is Somewhat more useful in
interpreting experiments than might at first ap-
pear. The quantity involved in fitting "Dingle tem-
peratures"-the average scattering measured by
the dHvA effect-is the point scattering weighted
by the time an electron Spends at each point on the
orbit. s Vfhen fitting extx"emal areas to a set of
phRse shlft8 Rt R glveQ VRlu6 of Eg p R coDveD16nt
px'ocedu16 18 to use Rn Rppx'oxlmRte Set of phR86
shifts and calculate the area A0 of the various or-
bits a,nd the derivatives of this area with respect
to phase shift (BAO/Bq, )s . Provided the initial
set of phase shifts is a sufficiently good trial, the
corrections to the phase shifts can be obtained by
a least-squares fit to the set of linear equations.
If the orbit is specified by a radius vector k„mea-
sux ed from the center and Rn angle around the or-
bit 8, then the integral involved in calculating the
Rx'6R chRnges is

This foxmula may not be stx'ictly correct, be-
cause the weight factor used for averaging the
scattering around the orbit should presumably be R

quasiparticle velocity, while Eq. (5) uses a band-
structure value. A)though we are unaware of any
explicit treatment of the effect of the electxon-pho-
non interaction on impurity scattering, it seems
reasonable to assume that, by analogy with the
free-electron case, the products f', (dk/dE)» and

f ',*(dp/dE)* are the same (an asterisk indicating
the value with the electxon-phonon effects in-

Orbit

+KOQ

&s«
+$1O

&~QO

0.265
0.305
0, 279

-0.188
—0.185

0

1.00)
1, 03
1.015
1.05
1.00(

8AO/Bqj Ratio BAO/Bq2 Ratio

0, 869
0, 963
0, 919

—1.129
—1,061

0.582

1, 02
1,005
0, 99
1.02
1.04
1.04

2. 74Q

2. 295
2, 396

—l. 857
—2. 243

0.362

1.00
1, 02
1.01
1, 04
0.985
0, 91

TABLE I. Values of 8AO/eq& compared with previously
calculated scattering. Fermi-surface extremal areas
are given in free-electron units (5.8363 A 2) and phase
shifts in radians, For purposes of comparison, the ratio
of BA0/eq& to the equivalent quantity deduced from the
scattering is obtained by using Eq. (6) and correcting
the results in Ref. 7 to remove electron-phonon enhance-
ments and normalizing coefficients A&. A value of E+
=0.55 By was used with phase shifts; qo ——0.0638, q&
=0.1261, g2 = —0.1168, g3 = 0.00075. The error s in R4/'

8&& are estimated to be & 1%. The orbit notation is 8
for belly, D for dog's bone, R for rosette, and N for neck,
vrith the appropriate orientation of magnetic field; the
(511) direction refers to turning point -16 from (100)
in the (110) plane,
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FIG. 1. Estimates of the renormalization factor A.
&

obtained by the method discussed in the text. The solid
line refers to E = 0, the dotted line to l =1, and the dashed
line to l =-2.

eluded). We would point out that the experimental
quantity in the dHvA effect is the product m*xe
(or m, x), and to estimate the x or + independently
it is necessary to use the appropriate value of the
cyclotron mass.

Fitting the dHvA scattering to the adjustable pa-
rameters, Im [A, sin(b q, )e'~ "~] automatically pro-
vides an inversion scheme because the point scat-
tering can also be calculated with the same param-
eters by using calculated values of Bk„/Bg, (see
below) and the velocity component (1/8)(dE/dk„).
Furthermore, as inspection of Eqs. (27) and (38)
of Morgan's paper shows, it is relatively easy to
obtain from such an inversion the scattering prob-
ability P(k, k') between points k and k'.

Values of (BAe/Bq, )s calculated using the APW
method (using 30 reciprocal-lattice vectors and

l =12) are compared in Table I with equivalent

numbers obtained using explicit KKB-Z wave
functions7 (at the same E and phase shifts). As ex-
pected, Eq. (6) is confirmed for each of six orbits
on the Fermi surface of copper and three values of
f(0, 1, 2).

All the deviations, even the rather large differ-
ence observed at the neck with 1=2, are consistent
with the estimated errors in the full-length KKB-Z
calculation. It should be emphasized that the less
complicated and more fully converged calculation
of BAe/Bq, are inherently more accurate than the
KKB-Z wave-function calculation. The agreement
between the two calculations confirms that the
scattering is indeed independent of choice of APW
or KKR-Z wave functions provided the calculation
is carried to convergence.

For completeness, Table II gives values of
Bk/3 q„which can be used, in conjunction with the
appropriate velocity component, for inverting dHvA
scattering to a point quantity I Eq. (4)].

With this ability to calculate scattering with
relatively little expenditure of computation time
it is of interest to investigate the effects of chang-
ing the energy parameter E~. Over a range 0. 18-
0.76 Ry (using the phase shifts given by Lee and
Heine' and Shaw et al. ) the calculated values of
BAe/Bg, showed exactly the same anisotropy for
all values of E~ but the magnitudes varied with E~.
A convenient measure of this magnitude is to esti-
mate A, by assuming it to be real and applying the
optical theorem, v i.e. ,

for each value of E. Figure 1 shows a plot of the
estimates of A, obtained in this fashion (using
quasiparticle values for the density of states), and
although there is no simple systematic behavior,

TABLE II. Derivatives with respect to phase shift of Fermi-surface radius vector measured from the center of the
Brillouin zone and given in spherical polar coordinates. The calculation parameters and estimated accuracy are the
same as in Table I, with radii measured in free-electron units (1.3630 A ~) and phase shifts in radians. The partial
scattering coefficients t& can be obtained by multiplying by the component of band-structure velocity parallel to k (see,
e. g. , H,ef. 13).

0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50

0, 108
0.109
0, 112
0.115
0.118
0.121
0.125
0.127
0, 131
0.132
0.131

l=0

0.108
0. 109
0. 112
0.114
0.116
0. 117
0.118
0. 118
0. 117
0.115
0.112

30

0. 108
0. 109
0. 111
0.112
0.110
0. 107
0.101
0. 093
0. 081
0. 066
0.49

0.108
0.109
0.110
0.110
0.107
0. 101
0. 092
0. 078
0.055

0

0

0, 650
0, 590
0, 486
0.398
0, 340
0.304
0.281
0, 269
0, 261
0, 260
0, 261

0, 650
0, 590
0, 486
0.400
0.344
0.313
0.299
0, 300
0.309
0.323
0, 333

0.650
0, 590
0, 486
0.402
0.353
0.334
0.344
0.385
0.473
0.623
0. 866

0, 650 0, 28
0, 590 0, 39
0, 486 0, 61
0.403 0. 80
0.357 0. 95
0.346 1.07
0.370 l. 16
0.450 1,23
0.665 1.28
7.25 l. 29

~ ~ 1.28

0.28
0, 39
0.60
0.79
0, 93
1, 03
1.11
1,16
l.19
1.19
1.16

l=2

0.28
0, 39
0.60
0.78
0. 89
0.96
0.99
0, 99
0, 98
0. 96
0.97

0, 28
0, 39
0.60
0.77
0. 87
0.92
0.93
0.90
0. 87
4, 50
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it is nevertheless interesting to note that in the
region of 0.55 By (i.e.„nearthe free-electron
Fermi energy) the values of A, are rather close to
unity. In the spirit of Lee and Heine's minimum-
perturbation potential, this energy corresponds to
a host potential chosen so that the atomic cell is
electrically neutral, meaning that the perturbation
will be confined to and screened within the impurity
cell. Considering A, to be a renormalization fac-
tor for the wave function inside the impurity muf-
fin-tin cell, a value of unity therefore could be in-
terpreted to imply that the host has little influence
on the wave function inside the impurity cell.

In conclusion, we have proved an identity that
allows band-structure calculations-in particular,
phRse-shift parametrlzRtlons —to be used directly

to describe impurity scattering in terms of the
scattering phase shifts of the impurity. To fit ex-
perimentally observed Dingle temperatures re-
qui. res little or no more calculation than is often
already available from the procedure of phase-
shift parametrization. %'hen fitted to a set of im-
purity pllRse shifts~ 'tile CRlclllRtioll Rll'tolllatlcRlly

provides Rn inversion scheme for Dingle tempera-
tures that gives not only the point scattering but

also, with a little additional calculation, P(k, fl'),
the probability of scattering from a point 4 to 0',
required for calculating transport properties.

I wish to thank Dr. R. Harris, Dr. M. J. G. I ee,
and Dr. M. Rasolt for helpful discussions, and
Dr. I. M. Templeton for help and advice on many
Rspects of the computation.
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Role of Bulk and Surface Plasmons in the Emission of Slow Secondary Electrons:
Polycrystalline Aluminum*
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Measurement of.both the low-energy (true-secondary) and high-energy (characteristic-loss
regions of the secondary-electron-emission spectrum of several types of polycrystalline alu-
minum have been made in order to explain structure seen at very low energies (0-20 eV),
The data indicate that the structure is due to hot electrons losing energy by the creation of
plasmons rather than by excitation of single electrons by decaying plasmons, as had been
previously suggested.

I. INTRODUCTION

The strong coupling between electrons and plas-
mons has made electron-beam transmission and
reflection experiments the major source of infor-
mation on collective electron oscillations in solids.
The most extensive work has been done by analyz-
ing the energy of a beam of monochromatic high-
energy electrons (primary energy E~ about 10-50

keV) after transmission through a thin solid sam-
ple. ' In addition to the unscattered beam at energy
E~, peaks are found in the energy distribution
curve (EDC) which are shifted to lower energy by
the energy of one or more bulk plasmon S~~ or a
surface plasmon h(d, . 2 These are, of course,
electrons that have created one or more plasmons
in the material while passing through. Plasmon
Joss peaks have also been observed in the EDC's


